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LDNIO Car Mount ,MA20 with inductive charger 15W (Black)

LDNIO MA20 car holder with 15W inductive charger (black)
Take care of your comfort while traveling by car. LDNIO offers not only a sturdy car mount, but also a functional inductive charger with
an  impressive  15W  power  output.  Whether  you  are  planning  a  long  trip  or  a  spontaneous  journey,  the  MA20  will  meet  your  needs.
Mounting the gadget on the ventilation grille will not cause you any trouble, and strong magnets will stably hold your device. The product
is  compatible with all  smartphones and is  equipped with a USB-C port.  Also noteworthy is  the ability  to  rotate 360° and resistance to
interference.
 
Wireless charging
Opt for innovative solutions - the car holder with induction charger by LDNIO offers fast wireless charging technology with up to 15 watts
of power. Now you can keep your phone visible and use navigation without worrying that your device will discharge at an inappropriate
moment  during  your  trip.  The  MA20  provides  a  stable  and  reliable  connection  and  intelligently  adjusts  the  charging  current  to  your
device for optimal performance and safety. 
 
Convenience of use
Get ready for a breakthrough in travel and discover a new level of comfort with the LDNIO car mount. Its strong magnets guarantee a
stable  hold  on  your  smartphone  -  even  over  rough  roads  or  bumps.  What's  more,  thanks  to  its  360°  adjustment,  you  can  enjoy  the
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freedom to adjust your viewing angle.
 
Refined design
The MA20 is equipped with a USB-C port and stands out for its incredible versatility - you can use it with any phone model without any
problems. What's more, it is compatible with the Magsafe standard. The holder is made of high-quality materials, so you don't have to
worry about your phone getting scratched. The product is also corrosion-resistant and stands out for its compact size.
 
	Manufacturer
	LDNIO
	Model
	MA20
	Input
	5V/2A, 9V/2A (max).
	Output
	5W / 7.5W / 10W / 15W (max).
	Dimensions
	61 x 84 x 71 mm
	Compatibility
	phones
Material
	ABS + aluminum + silicone
	Color
	black

Preço:

€ 8.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Acessórios Telemóvel, Phone mounts
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